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5 Some Aspects in the Theory of Representations
of Discrete Groups. II

By Takeshi HIRAI
Department of Mathematics, Kyoto University

(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. J. A., Jan. 12, 1990)

Here we concern mainly with equivalence relations among irreducible
unitary representations (= IURs) of an infinite wreath product group, con-
structed in the first part [1] of these notes. We keep to the notations in [1].

1. Commutativity of two kinds of inducing processes. Let T be a
group and S its subgroup. Consider wreath product groups (R)(S) and
(R)(T). Then we hve two kinds of inducing of representations: the usual
one and the WP-inducing. We give a certain commutativity of these
inducing processes. Start with a datum R={A,p,,a=(a)} for an
elementary representation of p(R) of (S). On the one hand, put tsr=
Ind p, nd let Ind a e V(tr) be the induced vector of a e V(ps). Then
=()e is a reference vector for (V)e with V= V(tr), and denote it as

=Ind a. Thus we get a datum R={A, tr, X, d} for (R)(T) and correspond-
ingly an elementary representation p(R) of (R)(T). On the other hand, we
have the induced representation Iud(p(R) (S) (R),(T)).

Theorem 1. Let R be a datum for an elementary representation of
(S). Then the t’wo representations p(R) and Ind(p(R); (S)(T)) of
(T) are canonically equivalent to each other. A similar assertion holds
for standard representation for (R)(S) and (R)(T).

2. Equivalence relations among standard representations. Take two
induced representations p(Q)=Ind(u(Q);H(Q)$(R)(T)), i=1, 2, o (R)(T),
called standard, and let the corresponding data be

Q={(n, p,, z), (a()), (b)},
Q2= {(Ba, pr2a,a X.)aea, (a2(c]))aea, (b2)ea},

where, in particular, (Ar)rer and (Ba)aea are partitions of A, and T,r and Ta
are subgroups of T. For an element of (R)a, we cal.[ an adjustment of Q
by the datum

Q={((B),,z), (a(a)), (b.)}.
Then p(Q) is equivalent to p(Q) in a trivial ashion.

Theorem 2. Assume that two data Q and Q stisfy the condition (Q1),
i.e., IFI<=I, Izl<=l, and that both p(Q) and p(Q) are irreducible. Then
they are mutually equivalent if and only if the following conditions hold.

(EQU1) Replacing Q by its adjustment by an element in (R) if neces-
sary, we have a 1-1 correspondence of F onto such that A=B(r) for

" e F. Further r=(r) for " e F, and Indrr,p,-Ind2pr for " e F and
=().
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(EQU2) Fort eF=F\F, replace =(y) by , and put To=TlrT2r.
Then, for every e F, there exist an IUR pro of Tor and a reference vector
a0(Y)=(a0).eAr, a0. e V(por), [la0{[=l, such that for j=l, 2,
Tot Tsr), and ao() is Moore-equivalen o the induced vector Ind(a0(?) T0r
in the exended seme.

(EQU3) For e F, pu X0r=Zr (=X) and

Gr={Ar, p,Zr,a()}, 0j2,
and coider IURs H(Qr) of Hr=ar(Tr). Then there exists a unit vector
b0r e V(H(Qor)) for every e F such that (bn)er, ]=1, 2, are respectively
Moore-equivalent in the extended sense to (n)er with r=Ind(b0r H0r Hr),
with respect to the representatio H(Qjr) and Ind(H(Q0r);H0r Hr).

Here note that, under the condition (EQU2), the IUR H(Qr) is equivalent
to the induced one Ind(H(Qor);Hor$ Hn) for ]=1, 2, by Theorem 1.

3. Fundamental lemmas for the proof. Put G=a(T), =(Q),
H=H(Q), then p(Q)=Ind,. In the case where both are finite-
dimensional, Theorem 2 can be proved by means of the criterions in Theorem
I in [1]. However, in the general case, we should appeal to the intertwining
number equality (1) in [1], or more exactly we should study if there exists
an x e G for which d0, where d denotes the dimention of the space of
L e Hom(, H x-Hzx) satisfying the boundedness conditions (B) and
(C). It needs heavy calculations but the lemmas used there are rather
elementary. Here we give some fundamental ones.

Let F be a finite group, S a subgroup, and p an IUR of F. Put V
V(p) and let Vz be a unitary S-module. Take Hilbert spaces W, Wz, and
consider V@W (resp. VWz) as an F-module (resp. S-module) trivially.
For an L e Homs(VW, Vz@W), we put for u e V@W,
( 1 ) J(u)= E ILp(f)uI=ISI-E lLp(f)E .

feF

Then, detailed evaluations of this kind of sums gre crucial for our purpose.
Denote by the set of equivalence classes of IURs of S. For e , put

d()=dim V, re(p, )=[p]S" ], the multiplicity of in p IS, and

3(p, V) Irl.d(v) c(p, V)= 3(p, V) i re(p, V)>0.
[SI d(p)’ m(p, V)

Let V, be the -part of V, as S-module and decompose it into irreducibles as
V,=V,, where llm(p, ) for i=1, and l/m()the multiplicity
of V in V, for i=2. Further let J;, be a unitary S-isomorphism of V,
onto V,. Then there exist L;’ e B(W, W) such that
( 2 ) L=eL with L=,, J;,,L;’.

Lemma3. (i) LeS u e V@W, and w e W,, $hen

( 3 ) sup J(u)= sup (E (p, ).E
Ilulll IIwlll t’t

(ii) For e such that re(p, )>0 and the -part L of L,
( 4 ) sup J(u) c(p, ). L [z.

Ilull

Note that L L for some V.
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Lemma 4. For any 7 e such that m(p, 7) O, we have (p, 7) c(p,
1. Further 3(p, 7)-1 if and only if Indp; and c(p, V)= 1 if and only
if Ind is equivalent to a multiple of p.

4. Method of proof for Theorem 2. We can reduce the discussions
on (B) and (C) to the case x=e.

(1) We first apply the above lemmas to the following situation. From
the data Q and Q, we denote T.= Tr, p.=p, for e A, T.= T,
for a e B, and S.= T. T., V.= V(p.). For a finite subset C of A, put

Then, in the sum (1), we take Tc as F, pc as p, Sc as S, Vc as V, and as
W the tensor product of V., a e C, so as to get V()=VW. Denote the
corresponding sum J(u) in (1) by Jc(u). Now assume that L satisfies the
condition (B). Then we get

Jc(u) M u for u e V().
Applying mainly the evaluation (4) in Lemma 3 and studying the growth of
Jc(u) as C], we see the following. For every eft, only the series

(.).e with . e . such that c(p., .)= 1 for almost all a e A, can intervene
in the expression (2) of L, as one can expect it to avoid the divergence’

.ec c(p.,). Also every reference vector a() in Q should be equiva-
lent to smeone coming from the subspaces of V., a e At, given as the sums
of .-parts of V. with c(p., V.)= 1.

(2) We also apply (C) for Tc, pc, Vc and So, and get the similar
assertion or Q:.

(3) Next we proceed to take into account the condition (B) for
and the one (Ce) or e. This time we apply, together with (4), the
more exact evaluation (3) of J(u), and thus come to the condition (p., .)= 1
stronger than c(p., .)= 1. Actually we should follow long calculations and
discussions, to arrive at Theorem 2 finally.

Remark 5. We get in this way an explicit expression of an Le
Hom(u, u;H H) satisfying (B) and (C), unique up to scalar multiples,
and hence that of T e Hom(p(Q), p(Q) (T)). This explicit form of inter-
twining operators will play important roles in our discussions on the unitary
equivalences among the IURs of the infinite symmetric group which we
construct using the results on IURs of wreath prodact groups.
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Note added in proof. It is regrettable that the first part [1] o the
present notes should appear afterward.
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